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From Simple Systems to the Most Complex:
Hetronic RRCs Provide Ideal Solutions for Your Mobile Hydraulic Equipment

The following is the ninth installment of a 12-part series exploring the question: Who is Hetronic in the Radio Remote Control Industry, and why Should I Care?

As a global market leader, Hetronic provides some of the most reliable and cost-effective RRCs in the world.

Wireless remote control systems are replacing traditional control stations on equipment around the world with increasing momentum.

Wireless systems improve safety, reduce costs, increase productivity and boost the image of OEM’s in practically every industry and application.

As design improvements and cost-cutting measures are considered, more and more decision-makers look to Hetronic, knowing they can rely on superior products, extensive experience, customized solutions and global customer support.

With over 26 years of experience, Hetronic expanded its expertise from the traditional material handling applications, such as tower cranes, overhead cranes and gantry cranes, to include many non-traditional applications.

Mobile hydraulic equipment is one area in particular where wireless systems have greatly benefited manufacturers and operators alike.
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Safe, reliable, versatile and affordable, Hetronic RRCs provide ideal solutions for virtually any mobile hydraulic application.

Simple or complex, Hetronic helps you get it done right.

Mobile aerial “manlift” applications working near high-voltage power lines traditionally exposed operators to highly dangerous environments. The advent of wireless remote controls coupled with fiberglass boom extensions remove all electrically conducive material from the work area, theoretically floating the operator in midair while working on power lines.

Many mobile hydraulic applications require the operator to be positioned at a stationary control panel or within a limited distance if using a tethered remote. Wireless allows operators to freely position themselves in the safest location with the clearest view of the work at hand.

Mobile hydraulic work sites and applications vary with every twist and turn in the road. Hetronic recognizes the need for safe, durable and dependable controls, and builds specialized systems for mobile equipment around the world.

From the basic and simple system to the most complex, operators trust Hetronic to get it done right.
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Specializing in High Quality, Safe, Reliable and Affordable RRC Solutions since 1982